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I’m a vessel of smoke 

time’s on the floor 

my water wings gone 

billow, billow lungs, I say 

but I can’t breathe 

these bloodless tongues 

so raw and wrong 

no way is wordless 

no way is worldless 

his cage is light 

and what he sees he knows 

in her he whispers 

in her becomes the listener 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



suck up the idle errands 

Eros articulates no more 

a likeness in the night 

than the tiresome sap 

dripping down our throats 

if I say blue into wakefulness 

he will not remember 

how we breathed across screens 

and thrust a strange beauty 

that could not finish 

our wishes to be absorbed 

nor how consciousness mimicked us 

like a boundary in the dream 

that dreamed itself dreaming  

and deemed us present and real 

 



weeping turns 

and weeping turns 

in longing’s fallow burn 

her shallow keeping flees to song 

release what clings to sworn, he said 

be hung in slumbered space 

born and sung in murky swoon 

the seeping dead return us soon  

bones to water  

bones to water clear and blown 

gone and gone 

they drop and drop 

the fevers ropes and canes 

the wood and glass and all that’s sewn 

in fire’s rub  

the sting that fire feigns 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



in aging dream of seeing as believing 

one thought to think what was being 

where nothing was but once perceiving 

being here or not being here but there 

the eyes are fast the ears are fallen now 

and quick the fear to quit the world of how  

sound is missed but not for lack 

or holding back and bound to corporeal  

their hands defied their sense to feel 

minds collapsed intention 

what they saw was what they dreamed 

what heard what seemed to sing what screamed  

but nothing owned the maddened flow  

or stopped to stop the wishing go 

 


